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1000 Sticker Books are a new series of action-packed sticker activity books that mix photographic

images with beautiful illustrations.Â  1000 Stickers for Boys looks at all things hairy, scary, big and

noisy, with sticker activities exploring the world of dinosaurs, bugs, space, machines, and sharks!Â 

Each book contains over 1000 stickers and a variety of fun sticker activities.
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My 3 year old son LOVES stickers. I bought this book for him thinking he could enjoy over 1000

stickers. It's a cute activity book and very "boy-oriented", but he got bored/lost interest because

most of the stickers are really small and some are very tiny. He likes stickers that are a little bit

bigger like in the other priddy sticker books or in the melissa and doug sticker books.

This is not a big book of stickers as I thought it was. It is a coloring/activity book. There are only 8

pages with stickers, so it does technically have 1000 stickers, but they are small and a bunch of the

same ones. The cover makes it look like there will be a bunch of great stickers but there are

probably 50 half-inch "dinosaur bone" stickers. These were meant to be incentive stickers, but why

would my kid care to have 50 little bones to put on a chart. Very disappointing.

The stickers do not stick well! I've had to use a glue stick to get them to stay on. Some of the

stickers are great, but this is a sticker activity book. Some of the 1,000 stickers are lame and only



intended for use within this book. I got this for my students, but many of the stickers will go unused.

i bought 2 of these for my girls....yep! thats right for my girls. They also have the girls version which

they loved so i asked them if they wanted the boys version as well.....they said "is it for girls

though?" *Diabolical mommy laugh* "My sweet girls....you can like whatever you want and if you do

like something then it IS FOR GIRLS. Pay no attention to the titles of books. This book may be

geared more towards what boys may like but your little brother might want to do the girls version

too. If he likes it, he likes it, who cares?" *Happy girl giggles followed by a "weeeeeeee" from my

son.*So...i would encourage you to buy both versions regardless if you have girls or boys. They will

enjoy both of them. There are different sized stickers and yes some are small but there are larger

stickers and medium and every size in between. There are extra sticker sheets as well. I also have

the National Geographic sticker book which are very similar to these and my kids have all of those. I

pull out the sticker sheets as they are held by string (they will not fall apart) and then i cut the

sections up. They have clearly marked sticker sections with the page numbers they are used for. I

highlight the instructions and give them the sticker sections needed for each page. i found this to be

easier for me and for my kids. They dont have to flip back and forth for stickers....my youngest

daughter is almost four and she would have a difficult time with that. It also keeps them from using

the wrong stickers. Some pages may not have sticker sections or only have a few stickers to place.

I usually go to the extra stickers and give them some to use on those pages. So an astronaut from

the boys book is covered in flowers from the girls book. They love that!!! Get both!!

I bought this sticker book for my 7 year old son. There are a lot of sticker books on the market for

girls but not many for boys. The stickers in this book range from dinosaurs to trucks. There is a wide

variety of stickers that boys love! The sticker book is more than a sticker book. There are 40 sheets

included with this book of various activities for your child to complete. They range from sheets to put

the stickers on to connect the dots, mazes, drawing, etc. I love the variety in this book. My son had

a great time working on the this sticker book. I plan on purchasing the 1000 stickers for girls for my

daughter.

My 2 year old loves stickers.I bought this because I heard stickers were the way to go with toddlers

on a plane, and 1000 stickers sounded nice. It's a fun activity book, but I would say it's more

oriented for older boys. For example, my 8 year old was more interested. The stickers don't always

peel off easily, so my 2 year old couldn't. Stickers are very small.



This was perfect for my two year old boy who is in love with stickers. He loves all of the themes and

I love that there are also pages included that he may put the stickers on. There are many blank

pages which can be colored on as well. These have lasted FORever! Its been months since I

purchased this and he still has stickers left. The themes just seem endless. This would be a perfect

purchase for a day care for craft play as well since there is plenty to share.

Yes there are 1000 stickers (no I did not count them to make sure!) and yes they are boyish

(although girls like bugs and dinosaurs too though!) and yes many are small stickers, but there is a

variety of stickers of all sizes. I bought them because I make my own cards from recycled bills and

papers and things and use stickers to brighten them. Most of my stickers though are girly so I

needed boyish stickers. This did the job! Oh and they stick just fine despite what some of the

reviews have said. :)
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